
Anal Toys 

Bendybeads Anal Beads  FN325  $48.35 
The ideal toy for all those who seek variety in their love life and want to try something new. 
It moves the happy Flexi Felix user to the next level of butt play! Made of 100 % medical 
grade Silicone. 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black - Red  

B Balls - Reactive Anal Plug  FN375  $55.80 
The B BALLS – a butt plug that reacts to your motions! Two balls of graduated size are 
passionately inserted anally, segment by segment like anal beads. With every movement, 
the small weights inside of the B BALLS create reactive sensations depending on the 
body's activity, allowing intensity ranging from gentle to powerful. There is no other toy like 
it! 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Grey/Black - Raspberry/Black - White/Dark Violet 
 

Sm, Med, Lrg Stainless Jeweled Plug  $57.95, $68.70, $75.15 
DT303, DT305, DT307 
These small 30mm 100% Surgical Stainless Steel plugs are designed for a nice 
comfortable fit and long life. They weigh more than most plugs, causing a constant 
sensation. The gemstones finish off the plug beautifully and attract lots of attention to the 
wearing party. These are true works of art. 
 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Amethyst - Blue Sapphire - Diamond  

 



 

Prostate Massagers 

Prostate Play Vibe by Tantus  TS324  $70.85 
The Prostate Play comes with an anchor base that fits perfectly between the cheeks with a 
ball end that tickles the prostate externally. It also features a removable, waterproof 3-
Speed Bullet Vibe, an elongated head that stretches to hit the prostate, and ridges on the 
neck to hold the toy in place. Prostate massage reduces your risk of 
prostatitis.   

LELO BILLY P-Spot Vibrator  LL921  $215.65 
Based on the LIV, yet adapted to the male pleasure point, the prostate. 5 stimulation 
modes. Made with FDA-approved, phthalate-free silicone. 4 hours of silent vibrations. 
Includes satin pouch, charger, user manual & 1 year limited warranty. EcoF 

Available Options 
Bordeaux - Deep Blue 

LELO LOKI Prostate Vibrator  LL923  $233.10 
Perfectly shaped and angled for a luxurious and powerful prostate massage, the 
waterproof, rechargeable LOKI™ features 6 variable settings for a climax that reaches mind 
blowing intensity.  

Available Options 
Black - Federal Blue 

LELO HUGO Remote Prostate Massager  LL935  $302.30 
HUGO™ is a remote-controlled prostate massager that represents an entirely new way to 
think of men’s pleasure, whether it’s part of coupled or solo play. With two powerful 
motors in the base and tip, HUGO™ has sleek and smooth form that is perfectly formed 
for bigger, better and even hands-free orgasms.  

Available Options 
Black - Deep Rose 



 

Duke- Click n Charge Male Vibe  FN555  $129.90  
Ergonomic shape adapts optimally and smoothly to the male anatomy and stimulates the 
Pspot and perineum intensely with its powerful vibrations. Rechargeable by CLICK 'N' 
CHARGE. Three vibration intensities. Three programs. 100% silicone sleeve.  

Available Options 
Black - Dark Blue 

TANO PicoBong Plug Vibe  LL3501  $89.50 
This pleasure plug focuses vibrations on the P-spot. Strong quiet motor. 12 different vibration 
patterns. Multiple speeds. User friendly 2-button interface. Waterproof. FDA approved 
silicone and ABS plastic. Requires 1 AAA battery. 

Available Options 
Black - Purple 

MGX Aneros Prostate Massager  AN3801  $74.90 
MGX is a medically researched and designed device that works in harmony with your 
body’s own movements. Stimulates both the prostate and the perineum in a rhythmic 
motion that builds up to unprecedented male orgasms. Made from FDA 
approved materials.   

HELIX Aneros Prostate Massager  AN3802  $74.90 
Aneros Helix is aggressively shaped and angled. This model provides immediate pressure 
and tension on the prostate and surrounding area. Destined to become the new standard 
because it requires less patience and practice to realize benefits.   

HELIX SYN Aneros Prostate  AN3815  $89.90 
Experience the synthesis achieved with the popular Helix model and velvet touch silicone. 
The original Helix design has been skillfully refined for an even more comfortable fit, and 
with its solid inner frame, still maintains the rigidity necessary for the mind-blowing 
prostate experiences Aneros is famous for. The final touch is a coating of the 
finest silicone available, for extreme comfort and maximum pleasure.  



 

EUPHO SYN Aneros Prostate  AN3817  $89.90 
The Eupho Syn maintains the slim design and small head allowing for more targeted 
massages. Increased comfort is derived from the addition of a thick silicone coating over the 
rigid frame necessary for an awe-inspiring prostate experience. Eupho Syn is ideal for men 
with stronger sphincter muscles, who can control the massaging capabilities 
through varied contractions.  

Naughty-Boy Prostate Massager  R352  $85.90 
The Naughty-Boy is a dual action prostate massager, based on the now famous Rude-Boy; 
however the diameter has been scaled down for ease of use, making it perfect for the 
beginner.  

Available Options 
Black - Blue 



 

Silicone Plugs 

LELO BOB - Silicone Plug  LL951  $87.00 
This elegant plug is designed for deep internal stimulation, including the male G-spot 
massage. Hygienic, stylish, and is easy to insert, remove, and clean, BOB comes with a 
storage unit and a one-year manufacturer's warranty 

Available Options 
Bordeaux - Deep Blue 

Neo - Tantus Silicone Plug  TS561  $41.40 
A new classic, the Tantus Neo offers a smoothly tapered design, with a base curved to follow 
the body’s contours. An ideal plug for beginners, the Neo is the perfect way to introduce anal 
play to your partner. 

Available Options 
Black - Purple 

Bootie Silicone Plug  FN330  $48.40 
The perfect plug for beginners and connoisseurs! Velvety soft surface. The combination of 
flexibility and the necessary hardness arouse the posterior passion zones. 100% certified 
Silicone. Odorless.  


